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About This Game

Splice is an experimental and artistic puzzler. Immerse yourself in its microbial world and start splicing! Every level ("strand")
consists of a number of cells that you will need to rearrange into a target structure in several moves ("splices"). Exploration and

experimentation are key in determining how the curious little cells react to each other. Predict the sequence of splices you'll
have to make in order to successfully arrange each strand. Re-sequence, mutate, and splice your way through this unique puzzle
experience, and you'll exercise your ability to visualize sequential series of shapes over time. Solve your way to the final strands

and you'll be left with a heady sense of mental accomplishment!

Splice is the fourth title out of Cipher Prime Studios, and was the Best Puzzle Game winner of the 2011 Intel Level Up contest.

Key Features:

75+ Puzzles: The main sequences introduce the player to the game's basic mechanics and the epilogue sequences
challenge the player's mastery of the game.
Angelic Solutions: Every level is solved in a few moves. Challenge yourself and find the angelic solutions of puzzles by
completing puzzles in fewer splices than you're given. Novice players can still progress through the game by using all
splices.
Unique Geometry: Explore the structure of a binary tree in radial space.
Absorbing Soundscape: Put your headphones on and lose yourself in Splice's hauntingly beautiful and Glass-ian piano
music.
Compelling Colors: Massage your retinas with the soothing visual effects and ambience of this primordial puzzle
environment.
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Great game!. Although there is a logic to this game, it's not obvious and can be frustrating at times. After playing through the
first few levels I've found that although it can be a relaxing chilled game (when not frustrating), it's neither really challenging
nor much fun.

I'll be taking advantage of the Steam returns policy on this one.. Experimental & artistic puzzles; Every level have number of
cells to rearrange into a target structure by limited several moves.

Solve your way to the final stages and you'll be filled with mental accomplishment.

+++ Graphics & Atmosphere of the game are crazy marvelous.
++ Smart level Ideas.

- The only negative point; there is little explanation on the beginnings.. Nice puzzle game, good music. I think the reviews and
video pretty much cover everything you will get out of this game. Would be great if it came out for smartphones but enjoyable
on PC all the same.. The most relaxing puzzle game I have ever played. The menues and style in this game are so polished and
unique. Just great.. This game uses Google Analytics without asking for consent nor giving an option to disable this.. Although
there is a logic to this game, it's not obvious and can be frustrating at times. After playing through the first few levels I've found
that although it can be a relaxing chilled game (when not frustrating), it's neither really challenging nor much fun.

I'll be taking advantage of the Steam returns policy on this one.. Great binary trees game!
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Can be hard at times but very fun!. Good for a little casual brain time.. Aesthetic, simplistic style challenging puzzler that
serenades you with emotionally evocative piano solos as you gene-splice yourself angelic sequences. Brilliant stuff.. Don't
download this game if you're stupid. the reason I have it is because I'm smart obviously.... One of the most beautiful games I've
ever seen - the graphics, music and UI are all very well done. The concept of this puzzle game is interesting as well and I highly
recommend it.. Such a Good Game :D Good for those who find Science Interesting. Reminds me of my time spent in
microbiology: an abundance of cells doing strange and puzzling things. Splice is a very good puzzle game and I recommend it.
Every sequence has a new "mechanic" that makes the puzzles increasingly difficult. Very enjoyable and it even has the extra
challenge to get "ANGELIC" (Finish the level with the possibility to make more moves) on some levels.. Just because you liked
the demo doesn't mean you'll like the game... Not really that great, although the style is kinda nice.
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